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Servsafe - 4/7/2026

SALEM GLEN COUNTRY CLUB

1000 GLEN DAY DRIVE
CLEMMONS NC

34 Forsyth 27012
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SALEM GLEN HOLDINGS, LLC

(336) 712-1010

3034012733
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03/16/2023
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Pamela Browning 00 sliced bologna make unit (reach-in) 38

Pamela Browning

Travis Addis

03/19/20233095 - Addis, Travis

(336) 830-2394

X

hot water 3-comp sink 135 sliced turkey make unit (reach-in) 39

hot water handsink 114 cut pear make unit (reach-in) 41
dish detergent
solution 3-comp sink (wash basin) 127 chili steam well 151

final rinse dishmachine 166 taco meat steam well 155
lactic acid sanitizer
(ppm) 3-comp sink 704 cheese sauce steam well 164
lactic acid sanitizer
(ppm) spray bottle 704 beef and veggie

soup steam well 140

burger patty final cook 160 hot dog hot holding on stove 138

black beans
cooling in display cooler
@12:36pm 56 hot water

storage container for in-use
utensils 140

black beans
cooling in display cooler
@12:59pm 52 shredded cheese salad make unit (top) 41

mashed potatoes
cooling in display cooler
@12:36pm 53 goat cheese salad make unit (top) 40

mashed potatoes
cooling in display cooler
@12:59pm 49 chopped lettuce salad make unit (reach-in) 41

diced tomatoes make unit (top) 35 guacamole display cooler 40

American cheese make unit (top 40 cooked rice display cooler 41

cooked onions make unit (top) 38 chili (before
correction) 2-door upright cooler 45

cooked mushrooms make unit (top) 40 chicken salad
(before correction) 2-door upright cooler 47

sliced ham make unit (top) 39 cheese sauce
(before correction) 2-door upright cooler 45

sliced turkey make unit (top) 36 cooked carrots walk-in cooler 37

coleslaw make unit (top) 36 chickpeas walk-in cooler 39

pepperoni make unit (reach-in) 41 ham chub walk-in cooler 40

JACK@SAVEMYRESTAURANTS.COM



 

Comment Addendum to Inspection Report
Establishment Name:  SALEM GLEN COUNTRY CLUB Establishment ID:  3034012733

Date:  03/16/2023  Time In:  11:25 AM  Time Out:  2:55 PM

Observations and Corrective Actions
Violations cited in this report must be corrected within the time frames below, or as stated in sections 8-405.11 of the food code.

16 4-601.11 (A) Equipment, Food-Contact Surfaces, Nonfood Contact Surfaces, and Utensils (Pf) 1 scoop and 1 knife were stored
clean while visibly soiled. Equipment food-contact surfaces and utensils shall be clean to sight and touch. CDI: Both items were
placed at the dishmachine to be rewashed. (0 pts)

22 3-501.16 (A) (2) and (B) Time / Temperature Control for Safety Food, Hot and Cold Holding (P) All items in 2-door upright cooler
including but not limited to: 2 containers of coleslaw, 2 containers of chicken salad, 1 container of cheese sauce, 3 containers of
chili, 1 box of raw hamburger patties, 1 container of breaded, raw chicken, 3 containers of sliced ham, and various house-made
sauces/dressings were measured at a range of 45-47F. Upon further inspection the cooler was holding an ambient temperature
of 45F. Time/temperature control for safety food shall be maintained at 41F or less. CDI: Hamburger patties, breaded raw
chicken, and containers of sliced ham were placed in the cooler at 10:30am and were outside of temperature control for <4 hours
per PIC; these items were relocated to walk-in cooler and were measured at 41F or less by end of inspection. All other foods in
the cooler were voluntarily discarded by PIC. (1.5 pts)

33 4-301.11 Cooling, Heating, and Holding Capacities - Equipment (Pf) 2-door upright cooler is holding an ambient temperature of
45F. Maintenance company was called for repairs and will arrive 3/17 to service the unit. Establishment will not store any foods
in this cooler until repairs are verified by REHS and currently has space in walk-in cooler to store additional foods at this time.
Equipment for cooling and heating food, and holding cold and hot food, shall be sufficient in number and capacity to provide food
temperatures as specified under Chapter 3. VERIFICATION for repair to 2-door upright cooler is due on 3/19/2023. Please call
Travis Addis @ 336.830.2394 if ready for verification before this date. (0.5 pts)

43 3-304.12 (C) In-Use Utensils, Between-Use Storage (C) 1 pair of tongs was stored on the oven door handle where it is exposed
to soiled surfaces. During pauses in food preparation or dispensing, food preparation and dispensing utensils shall be stored on
a clean portion of the food preparation table or cooking equipment only if the in-use utensil and the food-contact surface of the
food preparation table or cooking equipment are cleaned and sanitized at a frequency specified under §§ 4-602.11 and 4-702.11.
CDI: REHS intervention and education; tongs were relocated to dish area for rewashing. (0 pts)

47 4-501.11 Good Repair and Proper Adjustment - Equipment (C) Replace torn gasket in right door of 2-door upright freezer.
Equipment shall be maintained in a state of good repair. (0 pts)

49 4-602.13 Nonfood Contact Surfaces (C) REPEAT with improvement. Additional cleaning is needed on the following equipment to
remove food debris and residues: tops and interior of doors on make unit and wire-shelving in reach-in portion of make-unit.
Nonfood-contact surfaces of equipment shall be cleaned at a frequency necessary to preclude accumulation of soil residues. (0.5
pts)


